An extension of the quantum hydrodynamic (QHD) model is discussed which is valid for classical potentials with discontinuities. The effective stress tensor for the QHD equations cancels the leading singularity in the classical potential at a barrier and leaves a residual smooth effective potential with a lower potential height in the barrier region. The smoothing makes the barrier partially transparent to the particle flow and provides the mechanism for particle tunneling in the QHD model. 
In his lectures on Statistical Mechanics, Feynman derives an effective quantum potential by a Gaussian smoothing of the classical potential. After demonstrating that the effective free energy based on the effective potential is accurate for smooth classical potentials like the anharmonic oscillator, he goes on to say that "it fails in its present form when the [classical] potential has a very large derivative as in the case of hard-sphere interatomic potential" or for potential barriers in quantum semiconductor devices.
In this note, we discuss an extension of Feynman's ideas to a smooth effective potential for the quantum hydrodynamic (QHD) model that is valid for the technologically important case of potentials with discontinuities.
The QHD equations have the same form as the classical hydrodynamic equations:
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e double integration (over both space and temperature) provides sufficient smooing so that the P l te in the smooth effective potential actually ccels the leading singularity in the classical potential at a barrier (see Fig. 3 ), leaving a residual smooth effective potential with a lower potential height in the barrier region. This cancellation and smoothing makes the barriers partially transparent to the particle flow and provides the mechanism for particle tunneling in the QHD model. Note that the effective barrier height approaches zero as T 0. This effect explains in fluid dynamical terms why particle tunneling is enhanced at low temperatures. As T -+ o, the effective potential approaches the classical double barrier potential and quantum effects in the QHD model are suppressed. 
